Abstract — Boundary load flow exemplifies a class of power (load) flow models that explicitly incorporates uncertainties in system data. Its importance for operation and control of modern power systems is increasing due to changes in ways the system is operated following deregulation and due to the emergence of new types of sources (e.g., distributed generation). Modeling based on interval computations is a rigorous mathematical tool for worst-case analysis of uncertain systems. This paper proposes an optimization-based approach to minimizing uncertainty spread in a boundary load flow model. The approach combines interval computations with a linear programming-based heuristic that is effective in avoiding the excessive conservativeness often associated with direct interval computations. We consider the case of uncertainty in both measurements (e.g., SCADA) and network parameters. The method is potentially applicable to large-scale power systems, and we study its performance on a two benchmark examples: New England/New York interconnection with 68 nodes and standard IEEE test system with 300 nodes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Several types of uncertainty affect the practical feasibility of real-time power flow calculations: 1) topological uncertainties, 2) uncertainty in network parameters, and 3) possible errors in measurements (e.g., SCADA). Topological uncertainties are linked with the fidelity of signalization and unexpected outages of power system elements. These are typically large discrepancies, and in this paper we assume that they have been handled properly, so the topology of the network is exactly known. On the other hand, errors in network parameters and in SCADA measurements tend to be smaller in size, but harder to detect in practice. Analogous problems persist in power flow calculations based on forecasted data.

This paper studies the effects of network parameter and measurement uncertainties. The propagation of these “input” uncertainties through power system calculations is often very complex, due for example to inversions of uncertain matrices like Jacobians. Different approaches have been suggested in the literature as ways to quantify the uncertainty propagation in power flow: a) parametric and sensitivity based methods [1], [2], b) probabilistic methods [3], [4], c) interval and fuzzy calculations [5], [6], and d) boundary load flow framework [7]. These methods determine distribution of power flow solutions and/or bounding between extreme (pessimistic and optimistic) solutions.

Utility experience, as well as Monte Carlo simulations (which serve as standard tool for verification of various methods) suggests that critical situations (with large uncertainty spread) are very rare. The spread between extreme and the most likely results builds up quickly with the increase in problem (system) size. This, however, does not diminish the importance of understanding the implications of worst-case scenarios, as recent experiences with blackouts clearly show.

This paper presents a power flow analysis model that includes uncertainties in input data (SCADA measurements and network parameters) in an exact, rigorous mathematical way. The model is based on interval arithmetic analysis combined with linear programming, which performs maximization of interval widths to determine the worst cases. The original optimization model with interval values of cost function and of equality constraints is transformed into a standard linear programming (LP) formulation with deterministic cost function and pairs of non-interval inequality constraints. Our methodology predicts variations in nodal (magnitude, angle) and line (power flow) quantities caused by model and measurement uncertainties. While to some degree conservative, our results are much tighter than those obtained by direct application of interval computation methods. At the same time, our results are rigorous worst-case predictions, and as such may prove useful in operation and control of power systems. While our current implementation is intended for off-line analyses, we feel that alterations (e.g., with a state-of-the-art LP software like GAMS) would make it capable of solving systems with a few thousand variables in an online environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows — in Section 2 we formulate the problem of interval load flow in detail, following solution by optimization method described in Sections 3 and 4; in Section 5 we apply proposed methods to two benchmark power systems (the first is New England/New York 68 nodes/86 lines, and the second is the IEEE benchmark with 300 nodes/411 lines), followed by brief conclusions in Section 6. The Appendix contains equations used to model the power system.
2 BOUNDARY INTERVAL LOAD FLOW (BILF) FORMULATION

The general form of power flow equations with interval variables is given by:

\[ g(X, Y_b^c) = b; \]
\[ h_b(X, b, Y_b^c) = S_b^c, \]

where:

\[ X = [X, \overline{X}] \] – vector of unknown interval state variables (voltage angles in PQ and PV nodes, voltage magnitudes in PQ nodes, and reactive powers in PV nodes, or \( X = [\theta_{\text{PQ}}, V_{\text{PQ}}, V_{\text{PV}}] \));
\[ Y_b^c = [Y_b^c, Y_b^c] \] – vector of network interval branch (lines and transformers) admittances, or \( Y_b^c = G_b + jB_b \);
\[ b = [b, \overline{b}] \] – vector of SCADA measured (or forecasted) input interval variables (real injections in PQ and PV nodes, reactive injections in PQ nodes, and voltage magnitudes in PV nodes, or \( b = [P_{\text{PQ}}, V_{\text{PQ}}, V_{\text{PV}}] \));
\[ S_b^c = [S_b^c, S_b^c] \] – vector of unknown output interval MVA complex variables (real and reactive power flows in branches, or \( S_b^c = P_b + jQ_b \));
\[ g, h_b \] – node injection and MVA branch flow functions, respectively;
\[ \ast \] – lower and upper interval bounds, respectively;
\[ c \] – superscript denotes complex variable.

The detailed versions of (1) and (2) are given in Appendix. The flow-chart of BILF is shown in Figure 1.

3 LP-BASED SOLUTION OF INTERVAL EQUATIONS

A general \( n \)-dimensional system of linear interval equations can be formulated as:

\[ AX = b, \]

with lower/upper bound constraints:

\[ X_{\text{min}} \leq X \leq X_{\text{max}}. \]

System of equations (3)–(4) can be re-formulated as an linear programming (LP) problem, with the aim to maximize the width of an interval solution [8]:

\[ \max \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\overline{X}_j - \underline{X}_j), \]

subject to interval equality constraints:

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} A_jX_j = h_j; \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n. \]

and lower/upper interval bound constraints (minimal deviation of intervals from middle point solution):

\[ X_{j,\text{min}} \leq \underline{X}_j \leq \underline{X}_j \leq X_{j,\text{max}}; \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, n. \]

An interval equality constraint (6) can be re-formulated as the following pair of non-interval constraints:

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} A_jX_j \leq \overline{h}_j; \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \]

where:

\[ A_j = A_j; \quad \overline{X}_j = \underline{X}_j, \quad \text{iff} \ \underline{X}_j \geq 0; \]

\[ A_j = \overline{A}_j; \quad \underline{X}_j = \overline{X}_j, \quad \text{iff} \ \overline{X}_j \leq 0. \]

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} A_jX_j \geq \overline{h}_j; \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \]

where:

\[ A_j = \overline{A}_j; \quad \underline{X}_j = \overline{X}_j, \quad \text{iff} \ \underline{X}_j \geq 0; \]

\[ A_j = A_j; \quad \overline{X}_j = \underline{X}_j, \quad \text{iff} \ \overline{X}_j \leq 0. \]

The algorithmic solution of the LP problem (5)–(9) is enumerative: we need to solve the model twice, once with assumption that \( X_j \geq 0 \), and once with the assumption that \( \overline{X}_j \leq 0 \), and choose the version yielding the optimum of interest. Then, for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) it will require \( 2^n \) solutions for each optimum of interest. This number increases exponentially, which is not accept-
able for realistic power systems. For this reason, we use the following heuristic: calculate non-interval (middle-point) solution, and then with calculated and fixed signs for \( X_j \) evaluate their corresponding intervals.

Given our desire to calculate non-conservative, tight intervals widths, it is critical that calculation both left-side matrix \( A \) and right-side vector \( b \) be based on realistic bounds. In the power system case, their variations are additionally constrained. For example, in submatrix \( \frac{\partial P_{Q+PV}}{\partial \theta_{Q+PV}} \) in (A1) all diagonal elements are approximately equal to the negative sum of off-diagonal elements. This means that various entries should not be treated as mutually independent, as commonly assumed in interval solvers [9], [10].

The additional constraints can be conveniently handled with the row-based LP-approach from (5)–(9).

### 4 MAXIMIZED BILF MODEL

The solution of load flow equations (1) by standard interval analysis tools (such as interval matrix inversion [9], different contractors [10], direct application of interval computations [5], etc.) gives very wide interval computations [5], etc.) gives very wide interval bounds. In the power system case, their variations are additionally constrained. For example, in submatrix \( \frac{\partial P_{Q+PV}}{\partial \theta_{Q+PV}} \) in (A1) all diagonal elements are approximately equal to the negative sum of off-diagonal elements. This means that various entries should not be treated as mutually independent, as commonly assumed in interval solvers [9], [10].

The additional constraints can be conveniently handled with the row-based LP-approach from (5)–(9).

\[
\frac{\partial P_{Q+PV}}{\partial \theta_{Q+PV}} \text{ in (A1) all diagonal elements are approximately equal to the negative sum of off-diagonal elements.}
\]

This means that various entries should not be treated as mutually independent, as commonly assumed in interval solvers [9], [10].

The additional constraints can be conveniently handled with the row-based LP-approach from (5)–(9).
Finally, we must calculate power flows for set of branches connected with slack node(s) $L_{Sl}$, injection(s) in slack node(s) $S_I$ and system losses on a direct way (without optimization).

The proposed formulation is general for full (e.g., Newton-Raphson) or decoupled (e.g., Stott-Alsac) power flow methods. In our BILF model we assume that uncertainties in network parameters and in SCADA measurements (in advance specified inputs for power flow calculations) are small enough, so that a single Jacobian can capture the behavior of the power flow solution. In particular, we use a (carefully selected – see (10b)) linearization to evaluate effects of uncertainties. If the magnitude of uncertainty is so large that this assumption is violated, then an iterative procedure may offer an improved solution; we did not pursue this path further.

5 APPLICATION

The maximized BILF model for calculation of node voltages and power flows with uncertainties in network parameters and measurement data set has been implemented in Matlab environment and tested on two standard test examples.

5.1 New England/New-York interconnection with 68 nodes

The first test system comprises 68 buses, 16 generators and 86 lines. Three of the generators (14, 15 and 16) are very large equivalents of neighboring systems.

The values for SCADA measurement vector $b$ (real loads in (PQ + PV)-nodes, reactive loads in PQ-nodes, real generations in PV-nodes and voltage magnitudes in PV-nodes) and network branch parameter vector ($Y_{cb}$) are uncertain in range $\Delta = \pm 0.5\%$, referenced to middle point values (nominal, non-perturbed solution). Table 1 shows a sample of detailed results for interval of state variables (node voltage magnitudes and angles), while Table 2 shows the same for interval of output variables (real and reactive branch power flows), obtained by maximized BILF model. The sums of maximum interval widths for different types of state variables are shown in Table 3 for uncertainties in range $\Delta = \pm 0.5$ and $\pm 1\%$.

In addition, we compare our optimization results with a simple, but informative heuristic – an approximate lower bound for a node voltage magnitudes and angles is obtained by considering maximal (PQ + PV)-node real and PQ-node reactive injections, maximal network impedances, and minimal values of measured PV-node voltage magnitudes; the dual case is used for obtaining the approximate upper bound (referred to as “lower/upper bounds” later).

Our results show that maximized BILF model calculates worst-cases of interval results for state variables and other output variables quite effectively. In Figure 2, the results for $\Delta = \pm 0.5$ and $\pm 1.0\%$ are compared with those obtained by 20,000 random (Monte Carlo) uniformly distributed, zero-mean variation of input uncertain variables and with heuristic lower/upper bounds approach.

The obtained results suggest that:

1) Maximized BILF model gives useful worst-case bounds.

2) Random (uniformly distributed) variation of network parameters and SCADA measurements (with zero-mean) tends to underestimate the worst-case variations.

3) The variation of input uncertainties has been amplified several times in state and other output variables (as summarized in Table 3).
Our quantification of the conservatism of the BILF methodology is illustrated in Figure 3, where we display the range of voltage angle variations in node 50 obtained by extensive Monte Carlo simulations (including non-zero mean parameter variations) and compares it with BILF predictions. From this and numerous other examples we are led to believe that BILF methodology is not excessively conservative.

Figure 3: Monte Carlo versus LP predictions, bus 50, 0.5% perturbation.

Please note that due to the very high order of the problem (approximately 220 unknowns in this example), it is difficult to guarantee that the parameter space...
has been adequately “covered” in Monte Carlo simulations; thus, the actual conservatism may well be smaller than the one shown in Figure 3.

5.2 Standard IEEE test system with 300 nodes

The second test system comprises 300 buses, 69 generators and 411 lines. The number of state variables is \(2N_{pq} + 2N_{pv} = 598\).

The following analyses for different input uncertainties are described in Table 4:

- **Case 1:** Input uncertainties in network data and in measurements:
  \[ \Delta P_{pq+pv} = \Delta Q_{pq} = \Delta V_{pv} = \Delta Y_{b}^c = \pm 0.5\% \]

- **Case 2:** Measurement uncertainties only:
  \[ \Delta P_{pq+pv} = \Delta Q_{pq} = \Delta V_{pv} = \pm 0.5\% \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>( \sum \Delta \theta_i )</th>
<th>( \sum \Delta V_j )</th>
<th>( \sum \Delta Q_k )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-perturbed (nominal) case</td>
<td>( \sum</td>
<td>\theta_{ni}</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>((i \in N_{pq+pv})) [rad]</td>
<td>((j \in N_{pq})) [p.u.]</td>
<td>((k \in N_{pv})) [p.u.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74.295</td>
<td>230.751</td>
<td>74.941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbed (uncertain) case</th>
<th>( \sum \Delta \theta_i )</th>
<th>( \sum \Delta V_j )</th>
<th>( \sum \Delta Q_k )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>((i \in N_{pq+pv})) [rad]</td>
<td>((j \in N_{pq})) [p.u.]</td>
<td>((k \in N_{pv})) [p.u.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.678</td>
<td>6.962</td>
<td>32.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.544</td>
<td>2.363</td>
<td>31.472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: System-wide comparison of interval widths of power flow solutions for variations in input uncertainties, IEEE test system with 300 nodes.

As expected, the interval widths are smaller in the second case (when network parameters are fixed). This is particularly true for bus voltage magnitudes. On the other hand, the variations in reactive injections in PV buses are largely determined by measurement uncertainties.

The variation of the (system-wide) sum of interval widths of various quantities (Case 1 in Table 4) as a function of the level of input uncertainty is displayed in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
**Figure 4:** Sum of interval widths of various quantities as a function of the level of input uncertainty (Case 1 in Table 4).

### 6 CONCLUSIONS

The paper proposes a robust (interval arithmetic and linear programming (LP)-based) method for calculation of worst-cases in power flow analyses with network and measurement data uncertainty. The computational requirements of the proposed method substantially exceed those of standard methods for power flow calculation. However, the information obtained from the algorithm is also much richer, and includes sensitivities to changes in model parameters and in quality of SCADA measurements. In its current state, our implementation is suitable for off-line analyses. We feel that a more streamlined implementation (e.g., with a state-of-the-art LP software like GAMS, and with decoupled power flow) could be capable of solving systems with a few thousands variables, thus potentially opening new application domains.

### APPENDIX

**BASIC POWER SYSTEM EQUATIONS [11]**

The load flow function \( g(1) \) written in detailed form for increments in all variables is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta P_{pq+pv} \\
\Delta Q_{pq} \\
\Delta V_{pv}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\partial P_{pq+pv} / \partial \theta_{pq+pv} & \partial P_{pq+pv} / \partial V_{pq} & \partial P_{pq+pv} / \partial Q_{pq} \\
\partial Q_{pq} / \partial \theta_{pq+pv} & \partial Q_{pq} / \partial V_{pq} & \partial Q_{pq} / \partial Q_{pq} \\
\partial V_{pv} / \partial \theta_{pq+pv} & \partial V_{pv} / \partial V_{pq} & \partial V_{pv} / \partial Q_{pq}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta \theta_{pq+pv} \\
\Delta V_{pq} \\
\Delta Q_{pv}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \( \text{(A1)} \)

where elements of Jacobian matrix are defined for basic injection equations (and calculated for non-perturbed, nominal condition):

\[
P_i = V_i^2 G_i + V_i \sum_{k \in \mathcal{E}_i} \left[ V_k (G_k \cos \theta_{ki} + B_k \sin \theta_{ki}) \right]
\]  \( \text{(A2)} \)
\[ Q_j = -V_j^2 B_{ij} + V_j \sum_{k \neq j} \left[ V_k (G_{jk} \sin \theta_{jk} - B_{jk} \cos \theta_{jk}) \right]. \] (A3)

where:

- \( V_j, \theta_j \) (\( \theta_{jk} = \theta_j - \theta_k \)) – voltage and phase angle in the
  \( i \)-th node, respectively;
- \( G_{ik}, B_{ik} \) – elements of bus admittance matrix
  \( Y_{bus} = G_{bus} + jB_{bus} \) in position ‘\( ik \)’, respectively; defining, for example, the susceptance
  part as:

\[
B_{ik} = \begin{cases} \sum_{j \neq k} B_{h,j} + B_{i,k}^h, & i = k; \\ -B_{h,jk}, & i \neq k; \end{cases}
\]

- \( \alpha_i \) – set of nodes connected with \( i \)-th node;
- \( B_{i,k}^h \) – sum of shunt susceptances in the \( i \)-th node;
- \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, (n_{PQ} + n_{PV}); \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, n_{PQ}. \)

The branch power flow function \( h(2) \) contains \( L \)-dimensional vectors of real \( (P_b) \) and reactive power flows \( (Q_b) \) as parts:

\[
\Delta P_b = \text{diag} \left[ \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial P_b}{\partial \theta} & \frac{\partial P_b}{\partial V} \end{bmatrix} \right] \Delta \theta, \qquad \text{(A4)}
\]

\[
\Delta Q_b = \text{diag} \left[ \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial Q_b}{\partial \theta} & \frac{\partial Q_b}{\partial V} \end{bmatrix} \right] \Delta \theta, \qquad \text{(A5)}
\]

where the derivatives (calculated for non-perturbed, nominal condition) are obtained from following basic branch flow equations:

\[
B_{h,j} V_j^2 - V_j \left( G_{h,j} \cos \theta_j + B_{h,j} \sin \theta_j \right) \right) \right) \right); \qquad \text{(A6)}
\]

\[
Q_{b,j} = -V_j^2 \left( B_{b,j} + B_{i,k}^h \right) - V_j \left( G_{b,j} \sin \theta_j - B_{b,j} \cos \theta_j \right). \qquad \text{(A7)}
\]
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